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The Core Fundamentals of Cybersecurity Workshop – Karachi
September 28, 2019: As a part of our client on-site
education and training services program, TLC has
imparted a one day workshop on "The Core
Fundamentals of Cybersecurity" for TEXITECH at their
head office in Karachi.

TEXITECH is the largest distributor of Fujitsu and
Lenovo in Pakistan including other international
brands. TEXITECH has invested in their resources as a
part of their new business strategy. TEXITECH is
embarking on promoting cybersecurity solutions
offered by Wedge Networks in Pakistan.
Thank you to Sohail Ur Rahman, CEO TEXITECH, for
being a part of this workshop and for giving us the
opportunity to serve TEXITECH, and for being a part of
their new business strategy.
The core essence of this workshop is to unveil the latest threats, vulnerabilities and risks attached to business and the
strategy how to combat them in future considering best practices, methodologies based on international standards ISO27001,
ISO27036 and ISO27040.

A Workshop on “Storage Systems Current Market Trends and
Enterprise Strategies” at State Bank of Pakistan – Karachi
TLC has conducted a session on "Storage Systems Current
Market Trends & Enterprise Strategies" at State Bank of
Pakistan. The objective was to unfold the storage enterprise
vendors strategy by highlighting the following facts:
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By 2025, IDC is expecting the global data share will grow to 163
Zettabytes. That is an increase by more than 1000% from the 16.1
Zettabytes of data of 2016.



According to a new Gartner forecast, more than half of major
business processes and systems will incorporate some element of
IoT (Internet of Things) in their organization by 2020.



Cloud storage market is projected to grow 30% to reach a total
market size of more than $92 billion by 2022.



The cloud object storage market is growing rapidly over 14% of
CAGR and is expected to reach at USD 6 billion by the end of
2023.
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EBM selected TLC for AIX Systems Security
Hardening Services for IBM Power Server

English Biscuit
Manufactures
Pvt Ltd

We are an IBM customer running IBM AIX 7.1 on Power 8
System since 2015. From a security audit point of view we
shortlisted TLC Pakistan based on their expertise on the
subject especially with Adnan Ikram being one of the well
known AIX experts in Pakistan.

An outsider’s
perspective can
bring unexpected
value to your
organization

The 5 day workshop exercise conducted by him was very
exhaustive and touched all the critical points in details. The
surprise comes in after the actual workshop in the form of a
Zaid Umer Farooqui
detailed and comprehensive Audit & action report that was
Head of IT
was done very professionally. Each area was explained, risks
identified and the counter measures also given in details. The workshop helped us
identify some critical shortfalls that were addressed immediately with ease.
For any organization opting the AIX platform, i strongly recommend to have this
workshop conducted as it gives a lot of insight especially on the best practices &
security risks for AIX running on Power Servers
(should server equally good for Linux as well) as usually these are the areas often
overlooked during the implementation phase due to shortage of time or resources.
Wishing TLC Pakistan all the best and looking forward to engaging them
on similar fronts.

For additional information on this
services please write to us at
info@tlcpak.com

Please visit the following page to see
what our customers are saying on
our overall quality of services at,
www.tlcpak.com/customerEXP.html

IT Infrastructure Business Resilience Workshop
for IBM AIX & Power Server
September 27, 2019: We have announced another comprehensive deep dive workshop
for our customers using IBM AIX on Power Systems servers. Without a suitable assessment,
you may never find unexposed vulnerabilities and resiliency gaps until they happen to you.
But with this two day onsite technology workshop, you will be in a position to identify the
gaps and take your organization to a next level in terms of adopting right approach to business
resilience.
This workshop is consisting of ten categories that will cover organizational existing setup of
infrastructure based on IBM AIX and Power server running mission critical applications.

This workshop is
delivered by
certified specialist
holding following
certifications

1) Testing – general practice adopted by the customer for their environment.
2) Monitoring – Tools used by the customers to monitor their environment.
3) Operating System – Preventive measures taken by the customer.
4) Awareness and Support – IBM Hardware and Software subscriptions and general warranties.
5) Availability Profile – Practices adopted to maintain high availability by eliminating SPOF’s.
6) Firmware – Consistency in maintaining checks on all firmware’s across the environment.
7) Virtualization – How effective is your virtualization environment.
8) Outage History – Maintaining a history including both planned and unplanned downtimes.
9) Health Checks – Practices adopted in performing scheduled checks across the system.
10) Client Skills – Clients ability to protect their environment.
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Listen to our
customers who
have attended our
education and
training services
program.
The Core
Fundamentals of
Cybersecurity
I know Mr. Adnan
Ikram from quite
some time and the
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Our clients & their valuable feedbacks
on the quality of our technology
workshops attended in 2019.
TLC has launched its Educational and Training Services Program during the last
quarter of 2017 with a vision to develop vendor neutral professional courses
enabling a wide variety of customers in the field of IBM AIX operating system,
Storage technologies, Digital Transformation, Cybersecurity, Enterprise Architecture
and Essential Soft Skills.
All of our student training material including student guides are exclusively
developed and designed by TLC professionals with 25 plus years of IT experience
who have also contributed in 10 IBM Redbooks based on IBM AIX operating system,
Power Technologies, Storage technologies and have developed 15 state of the art
courses based on Industry 4 emerging technologies.
Storage Information Security Workshop

man himself is an institution. He has a
wide knowledge on the Enterprise
Infrastructure Systems Architect and
also has vast experience in this field.
He also has a good experience on
Cybersecurity. Now a days cyberspace is
a very concern issue for Pakistan and
Organizations need to look into this
matter very seriously and take
preventive measures on Cyber-attacks.
The course that Mr. Adnan has designed
is very comprehensive using his past
experience. It was very informative. Mr.
Adnan explains the key issues on
Cybersecurity and how to detect take
preventive measures and plan
accordingly to overcome any situation if
it occurs in any Organization and keep
constant eagle eye and breathe
accordingly.
He is a good friend and he is dedicated
to efficiency, so I believe he would excel
at developing new training methods that
increase productivity. He easily adapts to
new procedures as well, making him
ideal for a changing environment.
I wish him and his TLC Team all and best
and in this future endeavors.

Nizar Premjee
Manager Business Development
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Abdul Rafay Khan
Software Engineer

The training was very comprehensive, and the flow was above
par. The beginning was although targeted towards people looking
to get into the field of Cyber-Security, but the middle and the
ending was wide enough and covered almost all the technical
aspects of Storage Information Security and its best practices.
Certainly as someone who learnt quite a great deal from Mr.
Adnan, I will encourage other people who want to learn about
the Storage Information Security best practices to try this course!

The Foundations
of Digital
Transformation
& Disruption
Technologies
The overall
experience was
great, they focus on client interest more
which make a learner to attend their
organized sessions. The way everything was
executed was really marvelous. Looking
forward for more to attend.

Shoaib Farooq

The Foundations of Digital
Transformation & Disruption
Technologies
The workshop was
beneficial to me
working within
Information Security
wherein I review
Digital and compliance
initiatives on a regular
basis.
The workshop helped put a lot many things
into perspective into understanding where
global issues are with regards to digital

Manager New Initiatives &
Process Development
We have announced our 4th Quarter
Education and Training Services schedule
2019. To view the complete details, please
visit;
https://www.tlcpak.com/schedule.html
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July 31, 2019: TLC has announced a one day workshop on Industry 4.0
technologies targeting smart factories, machine learning, data exchange
and using artificial intelligence in manufacturing technologies. It
includes cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things, cloud
computing and cognitive computing.
Industry 4.0 training covers key concepts of future smart factories, the
cyber-physical systems and physical processes within these factories
and the virtualization techniques and intelligent decision making
capabilities which would support managers in leading these initiatives.
Industry 4.0 is the evolution to cyber-physical systems, representing the
fourth industrial revolution on the road to an end-to-end value chain
with Industrial IoT and decentralized intelligence in manufacturing,
production, logistics and the industry.

TARGETED AUDIENCE:
Business, application, audit, risk, compliance, information
security, IT operations, project management, and legal
professionals with a familiarity of basic IT/IS concepts who
want to;
 Learn Industry 4.0 and its overall capabilities.
 Key business building blocks of Industry 4.0..
 Technology fundamentals of Industry 4.0.
 Integral components of Industry 4.0 infrastructure
including cloud computing, IIoT, AI, & Robotic Process
Automation.
For complete details and brochure download, please visit the
following page.
Workshop Code: TN313
https://www.tlcpak.com/tn313.html

TLC has
announced two
new one day
workshops

August 5, 2019: TLC has announced a new workshop with a vision to enable clients understanding the business and their end users is extremely
critical during the transformation phase & achieving this without a team of experts is hard because It takes years of experience and expertise to
understand the business better and what end users want. You will learn how to develop a principal strategy by using THRIVE, a DX framework.
Digital transformation is a broad subject that requires competency across Strategy and Vision, People and Culture, Process and Governance,
and Technology and Capabilities. In this workshop we shall be focusing over the key strategy and Digital Transformation Framework.
Nevertheless, DX frameworks are important to understand because it is an essential part of your DX journey what separate successful
transformation efforts from the unsuccessful.
For complete details and brochure download, please visit: https://www.tlcpak.com/tn211.html
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Aquasant
specialize in:
 Interface detection.
 Concentration measurement.
 Product detection and
control.
 Level measurement.
 Limit switch.
 Filling protection.
 Leakage and special fill safety.

 Turbidity measurement.
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TLC has been appointed as an exclusive partner
of Aquasant Messtecnik AG in Pakistan
September 30, 2019: We are very pleased to announce that TLC has been
appointed as an exclusive partners by AQUASANT MESSTECNIK AG, SWITZERLAND,
for promoting their entire range of products in Pakistan.
AQUASANT are the experts for process measurement technology. The solution to
critical measurement tasks for all environmental and process conditions, is their
specialty. Wherever measuring conditions are extreme and conventional measuring
technology fails, their systems are the answer. The best Maintenance-free and longlasting process measurement technology available world-wide.
Aquasant Messtecnik AG is known for its innovation and
highest quality standards since 1982. Their control and
monitoring devices are used in the fields of chemistry,
pharmaceuticals, petrochemicals, biotechnology and food
industry.

 Fluorescence spectroscopy.
 Dosing systems for sterile
filling.

Our products are
designed for a
wide range of
industries.
We design customerspecific solutions for
required process
applications specifically for
the industry and
application. Materials and
dimensions and industry
design are customized for
the process and products
(fluids, foam, powder).

To see the complete list of our global
technology partners, please visit:
https://www.tlcpak.com/principals.html
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High-pressure
fill level
measuring

Separation
layer clamp
sensor

CIP print
sprayer

High sensitive
sensors, even
for small leaks

Probe technology customized for your process to obtain the
maximum amount of information from the application –
Supported Industries.
 Chemical Industry
 Pharmaceutical Industry
 Biotechnology

 Petrochemical industry
 Resale
 Municipal sector

All systems are characterized by precise measurement results, free from
maintenance, maximum reliability and availability, and work for decades without
faults and errors. Thus, they improve the available plant uptime and throughput for
their customers.
For complete company and other information,
visit https://www.aquasant.com/en/
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